We present an analysis of a number of coreference phenomena in English-Croatian human and machine translations. The aim is to shed light on the differences in the way these structurally different languages make use of discourse information and provide insights for discourse-aware machine translation system development. The phenomena are automatically identified in parallel data using annotation produced by parsers and word alignment tools, enabling us to pinpoint patterns of interest in both languages. We make the analysis more fine-grained by including three corpora pertaining to three different registers. In a second step, we create a test set with the challenging linguistic constructions and use it to evaluate the performance of three MT systems. We show that both SMT and NMT systems struggle with handling these discourse phenomena, even though NMT tends to perform somewhat better than SMT. By providing an overview of patterns frequently occurring in actual language use, as well as by pointing out the weaknesses of current MT systems that commonly mistranslate them, we hope to contribute to the effort of resolving the issue of discourse phenomena in MT applications.
Introduction
Every natural language has means of marking elements belonging to the same coreference chain in order to achieve cohesion and coherence in running text. These discourse phenomena are crucial for understanding texts and their misrepresentation harms text intelligibility. Despite their significance, machine translation (MT) systems have been known to struggle with adequately transferring coreference relations from the source to the target language, which is partly due to the great differences in the way languages express these relations. In our approach, we extend the framework introduced by Lapshinova-Koltunski and Hardmeier (2017) , who identify discourse discrepancies in parallel data for English and German by predefining and automatically extracting discourse patterns of interest, and then utilize word alignment information to determine which of the extracted phenomena lack the equivalent counterpart in the other language. We use the same procedure to automatically extract phenomena, but extend the methodology to include cases where the phenomenon does have an equivalent construction in the other language, despite the alignment data suggesting that it is more frequently left unaligned.
In this research, we perform an in-depth study of the way in which diverse discourse phenomena are handled in translation from English to Croatian. We investigate both human translation and the output of different types of MT systems. In the first step, we use the extended methodology of Lapshinova-Koltunski and Hardmeier (2017) to extract interesting diverging discourse patterns that commonly occur in the parallel data. While reflections on the relevant linguistic intuitions are given as a reference, the selection of the phenomena chosen for further examination is primarily based on the data obtained from corpora. This makes our approach strongly usage-based and provides ample space for making observations unconstrained by a particular theoretical framework.
In the second step, we construct a dataset with sentences containing challenging discourse phenomena identified in the analysis of human translations. The constructed dataset can be used for further research in the field of corpus linguistics and translation studies, but it is also useful for gaining insight about language contrasts that is of relevance to MT researchers. We therefore use it to test and evaluate the performance of several types of MT systems and to that end devise a weighted error classification, tailored to accommodate the complexity of the problem at hand.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we explain the motivation for the research and 36 in Section 3 we give an overview of related work. In Section 4 we describe the used parallel corpora and present the approach to and findings of their analysis. In Section 5 we describe the MT experiment and our approach to error classification. Section 6 contains a discussion of the obtained results and the paper ends with concluding remarks and ideas for future research in Section 7.
Motivation
As a South Slavic language, Croatian is a morphologically rich language with relatively free word order. Its pronouns and determiners are grammatically marked for seven cases, three genders and two numbers. Additionally, the forms of determiners and some pronouns show the distinction between animate and inanimate, whereas personal pronouns have long and short variants that reflect emphasis, the choice between them affecting the word order and information flow in the sentence. Croatian is a pro-drop language, meaning that pronouns in the subject position tend to be omitted if the agent can be inferred from other features, such as verbal inflection. In comparison, English is a morphologically less diverse and syntactically stricter language, which suggests that the two languages potentially employ quite different mechanisms to express coreference links.
Apart from the inevitable structural differences, there are several general points of divergence that quickly come to light when handling parallel data for the two languages. First of all, although Croatian has means of expressing the notion of definiteness, it does not have articles, which have a prominent role in the English language. Instead, demonstratives and possessives are sometimes used, as well as definite forms of adjectives and, to a certain extent, restrictive relative clauses. There is also a general tendency to avoid passive constructions and inanimate subjects in Croatian, with these structures commonly rephrased using impersonal verb forms with the reflexive pronoun se. Moreover, there is no need for cleft constructions, as information flow can be manipulated through word order, which makes pleonastic pronouns largely redundant in Croatian. Finally, it does not easily create participial constructions, preferring to elaborate the concise English participial expressions into full, finite relative clauses using the relative pronoun koji.
Related Work
The study by Lapshinova-Koltunski and Hardmeier (2017) examines discrepancies in discourse structures for the language pair English-German. The structures are defined as linguistic patterns using part-of-speech and dependency annotation and the discrepancies are identified using alignment information by finding elements with no corresponding structure in the parallel sentence. This approach allows for a corpus-based contrastive analysis, since the discrepancies might be an indication of systematic linguistic differences or examples of explicitation and implicitation phenomena in the translation process. The mentioned study is mostly focused around the former and the authors manually investigate definite articles and pronouns in subject position as the most frequent unaligned patterns in both languages. Through the analysis, they were able to obtain quantitative proof of tendencies regarding, for example, article use in generics and differences in the use of relative clauses.
Although our approach largely follows the above described methodology, LapshinovaKoltunski and Hardmeier (2017) were hardly the first to recognize the need to address discourse phenomena in translation. Given the immense variety of linguistic phenomena that fall within the scope of the term, research on discourse phenomena in translation has often focused on a limited group of phenomena (e.g. Furkó, 2014; Zinsmeister et al., 2012; Bührig and House, 2004) , which frequently have to be studied in reference to particular registers (Kunz and LapshinovaKoltunski, 2015) . Moreover, the pronouncedly language-specific character of their form has led to examinations of explicitation and implicitation of these phenomena in translation (Blum-Kulka, 1986 ). On a similar note, Meyer and Webber (2013) compare implicitation tendencies in human and machine translation and find that the latter displays more cases where the phenomena are kept in translation. Scarton and Specia (2015) assess the impact of discourse structures on MT quality through quantitative analysis, while Lapshinova-Koltunski (2017) compares human and machine translations to identify and describe variation in the distribution of different cohesive devices.
On the other hand, a variety of approaches have also been proposed to incorporate discursive infor-mation in the workflow of MT systems. The approaches of Le Nagard and Koehn (2010) , Hardmeier and Federico (2010) and Guillou (2012) are based on the projection of the source side annotation of coreferring pronouns. A number of discourse-oriented pronoun prediction systems, statistical and rule-based, have also been developed for the submission for the DiscoMT shared task (Hardmeier et al., 2015) . The systems experimented with different coreference resolution techniques to improve the translation of pronouns. In recent approaches, Voita et al. (2018) , , Wang et al. (2017) , Tiedemann and Scherrer (2017) and Bawden et al. (2018) all attempt to improve the translation of discourse phenomena using context-aware NMT systems. Although the degree of their success varies, all papers notably report improvement over the baseline systems.
However, the evaluation of these systems remains problematic, as MT evaluation research has typically been focused on providing an overall score for documents, either through automatic metrics like BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , or through human evaluation, such as the ranking of systems in the WMT evaluations (Bojar et al., 2017) . There have been attempts at error analysis where specific errors are identified and classified into typologies (Vilar et al., 2006; Stymne and Ahrenberg, 2012; Comelles et al., 2016) , but these classifications usually do not target discourserelated phenomena. Taking a more specific approach to MT evaluation, Burlot and Yvon (2017) describe how test suites can be created and used automatically for the evaluation of MT systems on morphological phenomena, while the test suite PROTEST, developed by Guillou and Hardmeier (2016) , enables relative comparisons between MT systems in terms of pronoun translation. Bawden et al. (2018) construct a contrastive test set to evaluate anaphoric pronouns, cohesion and coherence by having NMT systems rank a correct and an incorrect translation of an input sentence, whereas Sennrich (2017) describes a ranking approach for evaluating NMT systems on grammaticality.
Some of the above work has specifically targeted the differences in performance between NMT and SMT (Burlot and Yvon, 2017; Sennrich, 2017) . There are also other types of error analysis targeting this difference, e.g. based on post-edits (Bentivogli et al., 2016) . For Croatian in particular, Klubička et al. (2017) conducted an error analysis of SMT and NMT systems, finding that the translation of function words in general is considerably improved in NMT. However, they do not present separate results for pronouns or other elements with coreference functions.
Human Translation Analysis
In this section we give an overview of the used datasets and their preprocessing. We also describe the extraction process and the selected phenomena, along with the observations based on the manual data analysis.
Parallel Corpora
As the use of coreference phenomena varies across different registers and text types, we decided to perform the analysis on corpora from three different domains:
• DGT-TM (Steinberger et al., 2012) : EU legal texts, 950K sentences
• SETIMES2 (Tiedemann, 2009) 
: newspaper articles, 200K sentences
• TedTalks (Tiedemann, 2012) : prepared speeches, 86K sentences
The three datasets cover an interesting range from very formal, strictly standardized and highly repetitive texts (DGT) to fairly loose and informal translation of speeches (TedTalks). For the purposes of the analyses, English is taken as the source and Croatian as the target language. The corpora were tokenized, tagged for parts of speech and parsed using the pre-trained models for the respective languages developed for the annotation pipeline UDPipe (2017). The parallel data were then aligned at word-level with efmaral (Östling and Tiedemann, 2016) , using the grow-diag-finaland heuristic (Koehn et al., 2003) .
Relying on the approach of LapshinovaKoltunski and Hardmeier (2017), we used POStags and dependency information to extract a highrecall list of pronouns and determiners in both languages, in order to identify potentially interesting coreference patterns. The main criterion for their extraction was the pron or det tag, as the original research has found this approach to permit reliable identification of phenomena, even with multi-word units. Similarly to LapshinovaKoltunski and Hardmeier (2017) , we couple the POS-tags with syntactic information to create linguistic patterns in the format lemma, POS-tag, dependency label (e.g. it, pron, nsubj:pass) and use word-alignment information to identify the equivalent structure in the other language, if it exists. This gave us a dataset of sentence pairs with indicated coreference phenomena, grouped according to the described linguistic patterns.
Although our approach was largely open and we looked into a variety of phenomena, an initial overview analysis of the data revealed noise both in the output of the tools and in the corpora themselves. As a result, the phenomena chosen for closer examination were selected based on the combination of several factors: the interesting tendencies in their translation identified in the brief overall examination of the data, the tentative interpretation of the frequency of their occurrence across the corpora and the purely practical criterion of having a pattern that enables reliable extraction, meaning that we opted for phenomena which were in most cases correctly handled by the parsing and alignment tools.
Analysis of Discourse Phenomena
This subsection contains the description of the studied phenomena 1 and the observations made in relation to the specific datasets. The number of phenomena occurrences per corpus is shown in Table 1 .
KOJI, det, unaligned. The high frequency of cases where the relative pronoun koji is present in Croatian with no corresponding phenomenon on the English side (who, whom, whose, which, that) led us to further examine its use. We separate the phenomenon into two groups, depending on whether the relative pronoun has the function of the subject (nominative case) or object (oblique cases) in the relative clause. A major source of unaligned instances with object function seems to be the omission of that in English. In both syntactic functions, koji is often introduced as a result of elaboration of participial clauses into finite relative clauses. Interestingly enough, introducing relative clauses seems to be a way of dealing with lexical gaps, as illustrated by the example:
1 The patterns used to refer to phenomena have the following format: phenomenon, pos-tag, alignment information. The last feature specifies whether or not the equivalent structure exists in the other language. At a more specific level, phenomena are defined in reference to the Universal Dependency Treebank labels (Nivre et al., 2015 Here the entire relative clause could be substituted with the Croatian adjective obezglavljen, whose meaning is equivalent to that of 'beheaded', but whose use is slightly stylistically marked.
ARTICLES, det, aligned. We have already mentioned that Croatian has alternative ways of representing definiteness, the most straightforward example of this being through the use of demonstratives and possessives 2 . We were interested to see whether specific contextual features could be distinguished that make the explicitation of these coreference links necessary. In that respect, the function of articles seems to vary among the corpora: while the DGT deploys a strict coreferencing system to ensure precision, cohesion and consistency, in TedTalks articles are more pronouncedly used for emphasis and achieving immediacy and closeness in delivering a speech in front of an audience. SETIMES2 generally retains definiteness for the purposes of cohesion and boosting the effect of reader engagement by making news appear as more relevant: EN: to address the problem, he says... IT, pron, both. The semantically vague English pronoun it can be used in a variety of functions and roles. Given that our approach is based on the patterns produced by the dependency parser, we generally split the phenomenon according to its syntactic function (subject or object), and then break down the two groups into more fine-grained categories. It as the subject is hence analysed according to three different patterns: it as the subject of an active clause (nsubj), as the subject of a passive clause (nsubj:pass) and as an expletive (expl). In the first case, the behaviour of it generally follows that of other Croatian pronouns, i.e. it is frequently omitted. The two latter cases, by contrast, frequently require paraphrasing of varying extent and level of conventionality in Croatian. These typically entail changing the word order and using impersonal constructions: EN: It is necessary to make them from scratch.
Potrebno
Necessary ih them je is stvoriti to create od from početka. beginning 'It is necessary to make them from scratch.'
In the example, the expletive it is dropped and the adjective in singular neuter form is shifted to the initial position in the sentence.
Unfortunately, the diversity of forms of it in Croatian makes it a tricky task for word alignment tools, which especially comes to light when it is in object position and varies both lexically and grammatically depending on the antecedent. Due to the inability to reliably separate aligned from unaligned instances, we abstracted away from this information in analysing how this phenomenon is handled in translation. For it as an object we looked at two phenomena, depending on whether the object is preceded by a preposition (obl/nmod) or not (obj). It in object position is more frequently retained in Croatian, which is understandable as it is often required by verb valency.
POSSESSIVES, det, unaligned. The specification of possession in the example above is made redundant by the use of the personal pronoun in dative case mi. Similar situations frequently occur in the more informal TedTalks corpus, where personal pronouns in dative case are often introduced to denote a degree of familiarity with the audience. Given the nature of the corpus, there is also a relatively large proportion of cases where the possessives are dropped in phrases that are closely tied to the agent (referring to e.g. one's body parts or family members). On the other hand, SETIMES2 and DGT are somewhat stricter in style and often omit possessives, an interesting tendency being the omission of reflexive possessives in cataphoric reference:
EN: Shortly after their arrival, the royal couple...
Nedugo
Shortly nakon after dolaska, arrival kraljevski royal par couple 'Shortly upon arrival, the royal couple'
In the example, the reflexive possessive svoj referring to the subject is omitted from the adverbial phrase that precedes it. In the DGT data we also notice the tendency to substitute possessives with explicit noun phrases:
EN: the value of the procurement over its entire duration vrijednost value nabave procurement tijekom during cijelog entire razdoblja period trajanja duration nabave procurement 'the value of the procurement during the entire duration of the procurement'
As can be seen, the noun nabava is repeated in the translation instead of using the possessive njezin.
MT Experiment
After analysing the parallel data and identifying interesting tendencies regarding the coreference phenomena, we wanted to see how they were handled by different types of MT systems. Using our linguistic patterns, we extracted a subset of sentences, targeting the constructions that are handled differently by the two languages. The number of sentences per phenomenon corresponds to the overall frequency of their occurrence, while the proportion of sentences taken from each corpus roughly reflects the differences in corpus sizes. We added a couple of manually selected examples (cases of lexical gaps and unaligned reflexive pronoun se in Croatian) to construct a test set comprising a total of 1899 sentence pairs with indicated phenomena of interest 3 . We have made the dataset publicly available 4 .
MT Systems
For the experiment we trained a baseline SMT system and several baseline NMT systems. We used open-source toolkits, the phrase-based SMT package Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) and the OpenNMT toolkit (Klein et al., 2017) respectively, and followed the standard training procedures. The NMT systems were based on a sequence-to-sequence architecture with general attention (Luong et al., 2015) and were trained for 13 epochs. We also experimented with sub-word segmentation with byte pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) , trained both individually and jointly, for which 10,000 operations were performed. However, only the two models with the highest BLEU scores were retained for the manual analysis. An overview of the chosen MT systems is given in Table 2 5 . The BLEU scores seem to be in line with what could generally be expected from standard MT systems used on relatively repetitive data, except that the performance of NMT systems slightly drops with the application of byte-pair encoding. This calls for further investigation in the future, with some adaptations possibly needed to be made in the training process. However, the BLEU scores are given only as a reference, as it remains questionable whether this evaluation metric can capture the quality of performance on such specific instances as those that are examined in this study. We hence turn to the manual error analysis.
Error Analysis
For the purposes of the manual analysis, the original human translations are taken as a reference and the order of the machine translations is randomized to reduce bias. The MT output is evaluated only with regard to the relevant antecedent and the syntactic structure containing the specific phenomenon, with the rest of the sentence not being taken into account. Based on our initial data analysis, we devised a classification of errors in terms of translation variation acceptability. The categories used in classification are listed in Table 3. The evaluation was performed by one of the authors, who is a native speaker of Croatian.
To reflect the scalar nature of error severity, we assign a penalty to each error category. This also enables us to produce a provisional score for relative comparison and evaluation of the systems. Some clarification might be needed for categories 4 to 6. Agreement error means that the phenomenon does not agree with the grammati- cal categories of its antecedent, whereas the lexical and grammatical errors refer to cases such as antecedent mistranslation or errors in the grammatical form of the surrounding elements contained within the same phrase as the phenomenon.
As we are primarily interested in the coreference element, we assign a higher penalty for cases where the coreference link gets lost due to agreement mismatch between the antecedent and the observed phenomenon. On a different note, the choice between errors 2, 7 and 8 sometimes seems particularly subjective, but as we conducted the analysis for three different corpora, it was interesting to retain this fine-grained distinction. As an illustration of the complexity of the categorization task, as well as of our approach to it, we provide an example from the created dataset: SOURCE: ... modifications for the feed currently legally placed on the market... REFERENCE:
. The observed phenomenon here is the unaligned relative pronoun koji in subject position, which means we evaluate the translation of the noun phrase whose head noun is feed, or hrana. The reference translation uses the relative pronoun and an impersonal verb form (se stavlja) instead of the participial post-modification. SMT keeps the participial form, which would arguably be an acceptable translation in the DGT corpus (error category 8). However, there is an agreement mismatch between the head noun hrane (feminine, singular, genitive case) and the participle stavljeni (masculine, plural, nominative case). As the phenomenon present in the reference translation is not represented and there are additional errors which make the translation unacceptable, this is an example of error category 2.
The translation produced by NMT1 uses the correct participial form stavljene, but makes inadequate lexical choices in the translation of other elements contained in the phrase, translating currently and legally by već and pravno instead of trenutačno and zakonito, respectively. Regardless of the correct participial form, using the relative clause is generally more acceptable in the translation of this particular sentence, so we treat it as a case of misrepresented phenomenon and opt for a more severe punishment by marking it as error category 2, and not 5. Finally, NMT2 uses the relative pronoun koji, but the post-modification does not agree with the head noun in number. It is therefore categorized as error 4. As a side note, all three machine translations also lack the durative aspect, which is one of the morphological properties of verbs in Croatian (e.g. stavljane instead of stavljene), which means that they all belong to error category 6 as well. However, if multiple categories are applicable, we give precedence to the one with the severest penalty so that the overall error scores do not get distorted by single examples.
Results
As already mentioned, the different properties of individual corpora were taken into account in the analysis, but for brevity's sake we focus more on the overall results in the discussion. However, we should point out that all systems generally perform better on the DGT dataset, which is hardly surprising given that it is the largest and most repetitive corpus. As can be seen in Table 4 , the variance in performance across corpora is most pronounced in SMT, which produces 42% of acceptable translations for the DGT and only 12% for the TedTalks data. While for individual phenomena SMT invariably performs best on DGT, there is some variation in the NMT systems, with NMT2 notably performing best on SETIMES2 for all three cases of it in subject position and for koji as object. Interestingly enough, when it comes to the retention of articles and the omission of possessives, both NMT systems perform best on TedTalks. However, a closer look at the data reveals that the good performance on articles is largely due to NMT producing differently phrased translations (category 9), whereas their performance on possessives is explained by the fact that the informal style and overall proliferation of determiners and pronouns frequently make the retention of possessives seem acceptable (category 8). Finally, we take note of the poor performance of all systems on it in obl/nmod function in the TedTalks corpus, with the majority of errors belonging to one of the first three categories and the NMT systems producing the lowest percentage of acceptable translations.
Looking at the overall results, it should be pointed out that the systems generally perform relatively badly on the examined phenomena. As can be seen in Table 5 , the systems in total produce more unacceptable than acceptable translations, although the penalty score does seem to loosely reflect the difference in overall translation quality measured by BLEU. For individual phenomena, shown in Table 6 , NMT1 consistently performs best, except on possessives and the miscellaneous examples where NMT2 achieves a better score. All systems are most successful in translating it as an expletive and passive subject. On the other end of the scale, SMT performs worst on possessives, NMT1 on articles and NMT2 on it as object. In terms of total error counts, SMT produces significantly more complete mistranslations, while NMT2 makes more agreement errors than the other two systems. Both NMT systems also produce more translations that are generally acceptable, but do not fit the given register/style. Overall percentages of individual error categories in the output of each system are shown in Figure 1 . We also notice that most cases fall into the extreme ends of the spectrum, i.e. identical translations and mistranslations.
Discussion
It is often pointed out that NMT systems generally produce more fluent, albeit sometimes inaccurate output compared to SMT. We can therefore hypothesize that the two NMT systems will per- form better on unaligned phenomena, especially when the omission or insertion of elements on the target side is more a matter of degree of expression idiomaticity than a strict rule. This is confirmed by our analysis, as NMT systems outperform SMT on all three unaligned phenomena. Moreover, SMT performs worst on possessives, which are generally indeed frequently retained in Croatian, and NMT seems to do a better job at identifying contexts in which they should be left out. As for the relative pronoun koji in object position, NMT2 does the best job at recognizing when it is necessary to introduce it on the target side, producing 31.98% of translations identical to the original. The fluency of NMT could also result in better translations of it as an expletive or passive subject, as these instances typically require rephrasing in Croatian. This is confirmed in our analysis to some extent as well, with both NMT systems producing the highest percentage of acceptable translations for these phenomena. However, this is also the case for the SMT system, even if its percentages are much lower, which suggests that the patterns used to paraphrase these two phenomena are fairly standardized in Croatian, and hence frequently occur in the corpora. On the other hand, all systems tend to make mistakes when the rephrasing entails moving a noun into the subject position: it is not possible for the controls kontrole controls ne not mogu can 'the controls cannot'
When it comes to restructuring participial clauses into finite relative clauses using koji, the situation is similar. The systems rarely produce the less natural literal translations of participial structures, despite the existence of grammatically equivalent forms in the Croatian language. However, when the translation requires more imaginative paraphrasing, the MT systems in most cases fail to deliver, which highlights their incapability to deal with creative language use and satisfactorily handle lexical gaps. Most cases of such mistranslations, manifested as either omission or retention of the source side element, are noticed for the phenomena of unaligned koji and in the small group of miscellaneous examples, which comprises a number of cases chosen specifically to see what the systems will do in situations where the translation and use of coreference phenomena are less straightforward.
For instance, let us consider the innovative phrase non-carbon-based life, which in the reference is translated as Both NMT systems leave out the entire unknown part and translate the phrase only as život ('life').
The systems also fail to cope with idiomatic expressions, frequently omitting or producing wordfor-word translations for idiomatic uses of it in object position (e.g. make it, get it). The translation of multi-word units is another well-known stumbling block of MT systems, but this particular discourse phenomenon seems to be problematic for another reason, and that is the already mentioned diversity of grammatical forms this pronoun can take in the object position in Croatian. Incidentally, it in object position is the phenomenon for which all three systems produce the largest percentage of agreement errors: well above 20% of errors made by the systems on this phenomenon belong to category 4, compared to the usual average of around 3% of agreement errors produced in the translation of other phenomena. Finally, the relative performance of all three systems lies closest in the case of aligned articles, but that is because all systems perform poorly, probably due to the very strong tendency not to translate these elements that permeate the English side of the corpus.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we apply the usage-based approach of Lapshinova-Koltunski and Hardmeier (2017) for automatic identification of unaligned patterns linked to discourse-related language discrepancies, and extend it to also include cases of interesting aligned phenomena. We focus on pronouns and determiners in two structurally different languages, English and Croatian, and study them in parallel corpora pertaining to three different registers. We were able to distinguish tendencies both at the general level (e.g. the omission of reflexive possessives in cataphoric position in Croatian) and at corpus-specific levels (e.g. the stricter regulation of representation of definiteness in the DGT corpus). We find that the data-driven nature of the approach makes it a useful framework for linguistic and translation studies, as it hardly makes any initial assumptions about the behaviour of phenomena.
The observations obtained from the parallel data analysis were used to pinpoint interesting linguistic patterns in the two languages, and we further study the way they are handled in MT. To that end, we trained several statistical and neural MT systems and constructed a test set targeting the challenging linguistic expressions. The test set has been made publicly available for further research. We devised a relatively fine-grained classification of errors to evaluate system performance and assigned a penalty to the different error categories in order to facilitate the comparison and ranking of systems in terms of translation acceptability. We provide insights for these diverse extracted phenomena both with regard to the different registers and to the general performance of several MT systems.
Overall, all systems seem to perform unsatisfactorily, especially so on the TedTalks corpus, which is smallest in size as well as linguistically informal and diverse. On the other hand, insofar as better handling of unaligned phenomena can be interpreted as a reflection of translation fluency, NMT systems seem to outperform SMT by producing a higher percentage of acceptable translations in cases which involve standard patterns of paraphrasing and the introduction/omission of coreference elements on the target side. However, all MT systems fall short when it comes to more creative language use, such as handling lexical gaps or idiomatic expressions. Our analysis highlights the complexity of the issue and offers an approach through which further insights can be obtained with a view to improve the translation of coreference phenomena. Lastly, we would like to point out that the research included Croatian, a language that is both under-resourced and under-researched in the field of MT. We also believe that many of the insights for English-Croatian could carry over to other closely related Slavic languages.
As part of future work it would be interesting to investigate other coreference phenomena, and experiment with basing the extraction patterns on some other linguistic features, such as pronoun function (cf. Guillou et al., 2014) . As for MT system applications, our manual analysis suggests that the MT systems for this language pair are generally in need of some improvement to better support the study of such specific phenomena, despite obtaining reasonably high BLEU scores. Further inquiry into why the system performance dropped with the application of byte-pair encoding would certainly be advisable and experimenting with different architectures, notably the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) , would be desirable. Future work might also include attempts at integrating the output of coreference annotation systems in the workflow of MT systems, in order to make them more attuned to the translation of discourse phenomena.
